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1-- Jesus is God, our Creator

1-- Jesus is God, our Creator
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2-- Water to wine

2-- Water to wine

2-- Water to wine

3--Jesus teaches Nicodemus
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4--Jesus teaches the woman at the well
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5--Jesus heals the man at the pool of
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Bethesda
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6--Jesus is the bread of life
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7--Jesus teaches in the temple
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8--The woman taken in adultery
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9--Jesus heals the blind man
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10--Jesus is the true Shepherd
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11--The raising of Lazarus
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12--Jesus predicts His death
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13--Jesus washes the disciples feet
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14--Jesus is the way the truth, and the
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15--How to be a friend to Jesus
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16--The coming of the Holy Spirit
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17--Jesus’ prayer

17--Jesus’ prayer
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18--Jesus is arrested and tried by Pilate
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19--Jesus on the cross
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20--Jesus is raised from the dead
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21--Feed my sheep

21--Feed my sheep
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